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Wentworth Institute of Technology’s online catalog provides descriptions of courses, majors and minors offered by academic units and programs, as well as other university-wide information such as the academic calendar, academic policies, facilities, financial aid and tuition costs.

Wentworth Institute of Technology reserves the right in its sole judgment to make changes of any nature in its programs, calendar, academic schedule, fees, policies and procedures, whenever it is deemed necessary or desirable, including but not limited to, changes in course content, the scheduling of classes with or without extending the academic term, cancelling of scheduled classes and other academic activities, requiring or affording alternatives for scheduled classes, grading and review of grades, academic standing, probation and dismissals, and procedures applied to such determinations. The policy of Wentworth Institute of Technology is to give advance notice of change, whenever possible, to permit adjustment. However, Wentworth Institute of Technology reserves the right to make any changes from this published information when it is deemed advisable. This catalog is not a contract and cannot be so interpreted.